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CONTRIBUTORS
GHAZALEH ABASSALIAN (poem, p.12) was born in
Tehran and raised in Amsterdam. Currently based in
Montreal, she is a visual artist and writer. She holds
a BFA from the Gerrit Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam, and explores voice, words, tone, as well as the
rhythms of language. Her writing examines human
relationships, both good and bad.

a lifestyle. Through writing, they hope to bring
attention to the value of the people and things that
tend to get lost in the routine of everyday life.

LAUREN KLEIDERMAN (artwork, p. 8) holds a
technical diploma in Illustration and Design from
Dawson College and a B.F.A. in the Specialization,
Art Education – Visual Arts program at Concordia
MICHAEL ANDERSON (poem, p.20) is foremost a University. She continues to apply her creativity and
dancer who has recently been exploring other cre- technical skill to the general creative market as a
ative outlets such as writing. Originally from Lon- Montreal-based freelance illustrator and is a strong
don, England.
supporter of promoting the arts for all through the
domain of art education.
ZANI BOILLAT (photos, p.16) is a writer and independant artist. You’ll find her drawing or taking pho- VICTORIA MASTROPIETRO (poem, p.13) is a litographs while listening to some good old Édith Piaf. brarian-in-training. In 2016 she received her bachelor’s in English Literature from Concordia UniversiKELSEY NICHOLE BROOKS (‘How to Understand ty. She was then accepted into McGill’s Information
Life in a Park’, p.22) is just a writer. An individual who Studies program and expects her Master’s Degree
found herself through pen ink and countless sheets this June. To see more of her work, check out her
of writing paper. If its a biography you came for then creative writing blog: Four Hoofs and a Horn or her
you will have to continue to read her stories as they Instagram @fourhoofsandahorn.
will tell you all you need to know about her. She is
simply a writer.
CRISTIANE VIEIRA DE FARIAS or MORPHINE
EPIPHANY (poem, p.7) is a Brazilian writer born
BRITTANY HENRIQUES (poem, p.6) is a passion- in 1987. They graduated in Production of Electronic
ate Journalism student at Concordia University mi- Music. Their award-winning work has been pubnoring in human rights. A deep thinker, and lover of lished in anthologies, magazines and collections.
all art in its strangest forms, Brittany spends her time Their book of poetry Distorções was released in
drinking large amounts of coffee, admiring dogs and 2015.
working on her poetry book when she isn’t writing
articles. Deeply inspired by Humans of New York, STEVE’S POETRY (poem, p.21) studies agro-enviher biggest dream is to one day become a visual jour- ronmental biology and economics in his penultinalist and travel around the globe to give a voice to mate year at McGill, but writes poetry and explores
those who are silenced.
other forms of art as hobbies in his free time. His
themes mainly include love, loathing and lust,
MINAHIL KHAN (artwork, p.2) or ‘Mina’ for short, is life, aging and death, self-love, self-discipline and
a CEGEP student at Marianopolis College studying self-awareness, while incorporating comparisons
Arts & Sciences. When she isn’t studying, you can with nature. His work can be seen at the Instagram
find her reading dystopian and mystery novels, or handle @stevespoetry.
drawing people she knows.
SEYDINA TOURÉ (artwork, p.14) is a fan of aniMIRANDA LALLA (“Crème Brûlée”, p. 10) is a first- mated works and comics, and is also a hobby artist.
year liberal arts student at Dawson College. They have He typically reaches for the pencil to get his mental
turned their tendency of run-on sentences into juices flowing again.
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Dirty
White
Hands
BY BRITTANY HENRIQUES
Ten fingers deep into the land of the free
Dirty white hands digging deep inside of me
Raping me
My Culture
My Pride
My Dignity
Ten fingers deep into the land of the free
The blood and bones of my ancestors
Lies beneath
the cold concrete
Of the justice system that cheated me
Ten fingers deep into the land of the free
Innocent until proven guilty
But our land has still been claimed
And white people are still the ones to blame
For my peoples undying pain
Ten fingers deep into the land of the free
Our country’s prosperity is our diversity
Prime Ministers chant with utter certainty
But the Holes in the system prove the contrary
Ten fingers deep into the land of the free
And I can’t help but wonder
As I sit here and ponder
how it all began
with dirty white hands
stealing the land of another man

6

CRISTIANE MORPHINE • BLINDNESS

Blindness
BY CRISTIANE MORPHINE
Eyes sing songs of scarlet
mothers hold fear in their hands.
Children contaminated in conflict zones
and bullets piercing the hearts of broken bodies.
The martyrdom is dumped in rivers,
hatred stuck in fingers.
Boom of damned calibers!
Airplanes dropping mass destruction.
The dirt of evil paints
a war in flesh,
no escape from concentration camps.
The leaders of blindness draw combat and horror,
and soldiers leave their children
in tears, corpses on the ground.
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Traces
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BY LAUREN KLEIDERMAN

LAUREN KLEIDERMAN • TRACES
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T

he recipe for a perfect crème brûlée starts like
this:

STEP 1: Pick a ripe and fair-skinned mademoiselle fresh
from the lusty stems of the Upper-Middle-Class. See
to it that her hip-length, pin-straight hair resembles
golden spaghettinini (a spaghettini so fine, it would be,
in fact, illegal for the Olive Garden to botch through
replication). She must be as pretty as the centerfold
model of a 1963 Esquire ad for mink coats, but not pretty enough to make trick riding a Bourbonnais donkey
while reciting a limerick look effortless.

Crème
Brûlée
BY MIRANDA LALLA

STEP 2: Place a lacerated world in her right hand,
and three needles in her left. Her violet eyes will water upon the realization that she has no thread, and
will flash red when a man flailing a leather-bound
book preaches the divine significance of the number
“three”. As she suffocates, hand her a pack of Camels,
tuck a lock of sunshine behind her ear, and remind
her that she will forever be “daddy’s little girl”.
STEP 3: Watch the custard-sweet heroine blossom
into a scorched-lunged cliché with a fast tongue, very
much aware of her own over-qualification for an under-qualified world.
STEP 4: Leave her to chill on the park bench of a
foreign duchy until inner-city ghosts suck out the
lullabies escaping from between her blue lips. Her
song will somersault in the harsh glare of incandescent street bulbs, sprawling far and wide in the form
of softly rumbling beach-waves or curt and dignified
queen-waves—it is always looming, invisible to those
suffering from the very Human condition of the “blind
eye.”
STEP 5: Allow the aforementioned sing-song mumbles of God’s Sixth-day-native to hide beneath Paris’
Sixth-District-native vanilla smell, travelling to the
Esso station on Sherbrooke and Saint-Laurent, where
they will collide with a defective donkey-skin drum
stretched tight over the hole in a hermit cashier’s head,
damaged from years of repetitive woodwork and drilling. On a Good Day, he lives in the sweet spot between
silence and shuffling (as, much like him, his eardrums
had grown weary of the incessant bustle of mankind,
but, unlike him, they refused to be dragged out of re-
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-tirement). On a Bad Day, the small electronic Russet potatoes he fits in the dime-sized crevices of
his head screech bloody murder, as he believes the
working-class population of “hard of hearing” immigrants are a control group for government idea-censorship, fed compliance by means of disability perks.

STEP 10: Armed with a shit-eating grin (and a
torch) tell the virtuoso to plate his last symphony.

“Now, having discovered the manner—the sole correct
manner—to execute this feat,” he will call out, getting
the attention of a ghostly waitress on a smoke break,
the golden-framed face of millennial despair, “I presSTEP 6: Let the words of the lily-white little-lady’s in- ent to you, the perfect crème brûlée.” If he performs
cantation settle over his ears, and watch his mind trans- correctly, her tightly-drawn lips will soften curiously,
port him through honey-drizzled nostalgia to a place and constellations should return to her dreary eyes.
he has never known, where, sleeping in the orchard
of a Tuscan villa, is a girl with chestnut waves plucked
straight from the Adriatic sea. Her eyes will be as deep
as ripe figs, and she will blossom like hydrangea in his
arms. Her linen-white goodness will turn the crude
words that roll off his unrefined tongue into quatrains.
STEP 7: Over a fire, leave the copper-skinned maiden
to slow simmer a pot of domestic duty and unconditional love, and, as to ensure that she remains giddy
and youthful, provide her with 43 bottles of daylily
wine and limitless bathroom breaks. When her ex-cashier husband returns from a day of leisurely strolling
through Petrarch’s rolling hills, she will be permitted
to lounge on the deck of his French-named yacht,
watching the amateur sailor navigate an always-temperate sea. He will measure the nautical miles of
his progress with the Knots Stuck In Her Throat.
STEP 8: Raise the heat under the feet of a jittery chef
watching from the windowsill of a trattoria nearby:
a hopeless Maestro, a living relic of a time when the
greatest of hopefuls were trained the most delicate
arts by scrubbing ceramic plates in the company of
men who could awake even the Seine with the smell
of a properly-prepared Croque Madame. These men, in
turn, were trained by crawling on the floor in the company of stern-faced and war-widowed grandmothers,
who were trained by a whole lot of wheat, a whole
lot of resilience, and a whole lot of knuckle-white
love. Peering at the unlikely pair floating on water,
the chef realizes he held man to far too high esteem.
STEP 9: As he gets cooking, lay out a small bullet and a blank piece of parchment in a stronghold box. Etch an incomprehensive symbol over
the lock, and throw the key to the plankton. When
the room begins to smell like tragedy, glamour,
and romance, pull the delicacy from the oven.
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Try you
on
BY GHAZELEH ABASSALIAN

I’d like to try on your life
like spanx under a loose white linen shirt,
a pinstripe oxford button-up
paired with jeans,
or flats to flaunt around.
I’d like to be your voice,
hear it echo in my head,
to own your thoughts
to use your words
to understand your mind.
Instead I am me
a poet in disguise,
an artist without a brush
a cook without a pot,
just pretending to be
a hopeful potential story.
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Slip
ery
Slope
BY VICTORIA MASTROPIETRO

I wonder if I slip
into your mind
when you’re with
her
Do I fit
in her skin?
Stretch out her
willowy limbs?
Cloak myself in her dress?
Her voice?
An echo
Do you hear me
when she opens
her mouth?
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Dora
Milaje
BY SEYDINA TOURÉ
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Sit next
to me
BY ZANI BOILLAT
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Crow
BY MICHAEL ANDERSON
Fear instilled so deep within,
Let them run free
Through woods and breeze
Without judgement of the minds own eye.
Let control slip away, so difficult to undo
The cowering close of the devil’s stare.
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Our
Garden
BY STEVE’S POETRY
Butterflies roam
Vanishing atrocities in
A lavish garden
Hiding eerie things
With their little butter wings
Ignored in fly disguise
Skies of sorrow
Industrial darkening
Suffocating mankind
The Man washes brain
Consuming his own meat
Smiling
Once upon a site
Liberal thoughts caged in a
Collapse caused by crude
Evil never stops
War stricken day and age
Taken for granted
We go about life
Doctoring the vile truth
Of the garden’s end
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How to
Understand
Life in a
Park
I
BY KELSEY NICHOLE BROOKS

am an old woman now. You would know my age by
counting the number of wrinkles around my lips
and around my eyes like you would with an old
tree after it has been chopped down. A tree that has
earned its battle scars by fighting in each season of its
life. It reigns as its rings fill with thick golden sap. We
are like the trees in many ways. Perhaps this is why I
sit in the park. To watch the trees. To watch us. Watch
life.
We all start out in spring. Across the field, I see a
young girl playing in the tulips. Pollen sticking to her
fingertips, making them dusty yellow like crusted
mustard on a cap. She presses her fingers into other
tulips, not knowing what she was doing to them. She
parts their petals back letting the style and anthers of
the tulips pistil curl in pleasure. She didn’t know. A
young boy about the same age walks down the other
side of the walkway, biting into a pear, the snap of the
light green flesh, sweet syrup running down his lips.
He doesn’t know what he is doing either. We never do.
I remember what a lover of mine once said to me: “I
want to do with you what spring does with the cherry trees.” We didn’t know then either. No one really
knows what spring does to us, but this is where it all
begins.
Like the trees we gained more rings, and found ourselves at the park.
Summer is the season when our skin tastes of salt
and sin. I have always said that in summer, God has
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mercy on his people the most. The wind blows a little
more to help us breathe easier. The sun roasts our skin
into shades of toasty browns and poreless pinks. In
summer, everything is loose, words and bodies. This
is when the boy and the girl first meet. The girl sits in
the grassy field pretending to read Little Women, but
she is not interested in literature. She is watching the
boy play with his dog. The boy catches the girl staring
at him. Her cheeks turn a pastel pink as if a clumsy
painter spilled droplets of red paint on a cream-coloured canvas and tried whipping it away, leaving only
a smudge as if it were not a mistake made after all.
They too became loose.

feeds the pigeons stale bread crumbs of last night’s
dinner. She sometimes stares at the sky –– at heaven
–– wondering if her lover made it up there last night.
Eventually, she finds herself sitting on the bench beside me. Could she see what I saw? After all these
years, did she understand now? Did she know what
had to be seen in the park? She doesn’t say anything.
She only watches the wind tease the leafless branches
of the trees. Their grey bones clapping against each
other, without their flesh. She places her hand over
her belly, and closes her eyes as I assume she has done
once before. There is beauty within her. She smiles,
looking at the trees again, waiting for any signs of the
buds. Yes...She knows...She knows that spring will
Like the trees we gained more rings, and found our- come again.
selves at the park.
Like the trees we gained more rings, and found ourEverything changes in the fall. Unsurprisingly, the selves at the park.
leaves are what everyone longs to see change the most.
The leaves swell up into brilliant reds, rusty oranges,
A plump baby plays in the soft dirt while the man
coppers and golds. The young man watches the young and woman hold each other on the bench.
woman climb the tree. She wants to be the first of them
all to see the change. He watches her carefully, every
It is spring again.
grip, pull and grab. Her eyes grow brighter. His blood
grows warmer. The branch snaps beneath her and she
A tree has been chopped down.
tumbles to the earth below in tears. He lifts her up,
brushes some of the red and orange leaves from her
They gained some new rings. They found themhips and kisses her.
selves at the park.
Like the trees we gained more rings, and found ourselves at the park.
Winter is when we must say goodbye as everything
around us begins to die. Even love dies during winter.
People make love...only to stay warm in the winter’s
cold. I look around the park, where there is nothing
left. I have heard that the young man, now twenty-four
years old, has gone off to fight in the war. He won’t be
back till next year. Everything seems to stay still in
winter, as if the cold magically froze everything but
time itself. Even then it seemed as though time lingers within empty spaces, lost in the unknown trying
to find its way back as to somehow allow the seconds
of what is left of life to tick by once again. The snow
frosted over the grass and the ice glazed over the small
beetles that used to bundle in it. My visits at the park
are never long during the winter. To my surprise, the
young woman still comes to the park. She walks the
same path she once shared with her lover. Today she
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Hands-On
Study of
Hands II
BY MINAHIL KHAN
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